…Jennifer Thomson
Jennifer Thomson
Growing up in
rural Tennessee,
I spent most of my
time in nature,
wandering through
woods and fields. I knew at a young age that
art was my path. I studied at various art
schools, and took up painting. One of my
teachers introduced his students to
anthroposophy and awakened us to sense the
living, breathing inwardness and depth in all
true art. To see and experience life and art
spiritually became my path from then on.
It eventually led me to Switzerland to study
with Beppe Assenza, master artist of color.
After 4 years I came back to the states near
Hudson, New York to lead a painting training
for adults. From there I traveled to Denver.
Life changes led me to Crestone, Colorado, a
town filled with a wide spectrum of spiritual
seekers. In Crestone, I give two August Art
Retreats. Finally, I have written a book for
artists; ’An Artist’s Workbook.’
My approach to teaching as well as my own art
is an inner search for truth and balance of soul
through art.

…Evening Presentations
Wade Cavin: Color from Light & Dark
Jennifer & others:
Art presentation on Emil Nolde
Wade Cavin has been studying the
Goethean approach to color for many years.
As a high school science teacher and as a
teacher trainer, he has introduced a new
way to experience and think about color
perception to many young people and
anyone interested in a new way of
experiencing nature. He has studied
Rudolf Steiner’s approach to painting and
color with Jennifer Thomson. He studied
the phenomenological approach to color
with Craig Holdrege while doing graduate
work that blended philosophy with art and
science.
He continues to follow his interest in
perception through his own studies and
enjoys sharing his work with others.

Art Retreat
2021
August 6th thru 10th

Bruce Pennetti is our cook. He will
prepare for us organic, vegetarian snacks
and lunches each day. Bruce is a former
Waldorf class teacher,
who has also
enjoyed years of
catering and hospitality
work. A musician as
well, you may
hear some afternoon
harp music in the
air as you are painting..
with Jennifer

Thomson

‘Living is a form of not being sure,
not knowing what next or how.
The moment you know how you
begin to die a little.
The artist never entirely
knows. We guess.
We may be wrong,
but we take leap after
leap in the dark.’
~Agnes De Mille

Daily Schedule
9:00am: Ongoing development of
watercolor veil painting exercise on
color, form & motif..
10:30 to 11:00am: Snack Break
11:00to 12:30pm: Composition
study, Light & dark drawing
12:30pm to 2:30pm: Lunch Break
2:30 to 4:30: One afternoon
sketching In the National Forest.

Art Retreat…
I have planned several different
color and artistic exercises.
Students are encouraged to work
at their own pace and not feel
they are expected to do all of the work.
The main purpose is to explore the
colors so they penetrate and deepen souls.
Examples of the exercises we will do:
•A daily ongoing 22x30 painting
•Light and dark compositional studies
•A study on 4 different color combinations
•Observation sketching outdoors
•Painting studies inspired by Emil Nolde

Other days: A variety of different
color Studies developing color space,
color mood, color contrast,
lines artistically.
Studio Open: 8am to 6pm

Materials
Watercolor, gouache, liquid
charcoal
Tuition:
$440 Includes 5 organic veggie
lunches. Snacks & art supplies
Deposit:
$100 Nonrefundable to reserve a space

Accommodations:
Air B&B or camping
www.crestonecolorado.com
www.crestoneeagle.com
Sign up & Info:
Jennifer Thomson 7199377694
sunstudio.thomson1@gmail.com
www.jenniferthomson.net
POBox 894,
Crestone, Colorado 81131

